AGR Technology Highlights How Custom Agritech Software Can Benefit
Agricultural Businesses

As the global population grows and demand for farmable land increases, farmers and other agricultural workers are facing a multitude of challenges,
which include deforestation, climate change, reduced biodiversity, chemical pollution and soil degradation. Australian company AGR Technology
offers custom agritech software solutions to help agricultural businesses in their fight to overcome these issues. Overcoming agricultural challenges
The agriculture industry is facing unprecedented challenges in modern times due to a number of factors. The increasing population and demand for
land leads to deforestation, which in turn helps to exacerbate climate change, which then negatively impacts crops. Deforestation from agriculture
also reduces biodiversity, affecting the world’s flora and fauna. The use of pesticides and fertilizers can also have a negative impact on the
environment, polluting water sources and degrading soil until even more chemicals have to be used in future to successfully grow crops – a vicious
cycle.
Agritech seems to provide a promising solution to a variety of agricultural problems. It’s a fast-growing industry, and involves using the latest
technological solutions (including drones and robots and cutting-edge software) to achieve faster planting and harvesting, as well as modifying crops
to thrive in challenging environmental factors. Agritech software solutions can lead to:
Increased efficiency for farmers Improved crop yields Reduced operational costs Reduced food and water waste Custom software to boost your
business
From its modest beginnings as a channel on YouTube (agrtech1), AGR Technology has grown to also include a blog, collection of software and
array of business value-added services.The business helps to design and build bespoke pieces of software specifically tailored to suit a variety of
individual business requirements, including agritech software solutions for agricultural businesses.
AGR Technology is based in the Goulburn Valley area but can service businesses across Australia in a wide variety of industries, including:
Agriculture, orchard, packing and other farming businesses (agritech) Real estate Legal firms Education Logistics/transport and other commercial
software The AGR team works hard to consistently deliver premium products and services with your best interests in mind. They can offer you a
high-quality agritech software product that perfectly suits your needs, helping you to overcome any agricultural issues that are standing in the way of
your business succeeding. What’s more, their custom software contains only the features you use and can be adapted going forward as your needs
change, so your business will never outgrow it.
More information
AGR Technology produces popular content as well as offering a wide range of services to other businesses, such as search engine optimisation
(SEO), website security auditing, press release distribution, website design and more. AGR always urges customers to ‘Leave us a review!’, as they
value honest feedback.
To discover further information about the company and the services it offers, you can head to the website at https://agrtech.com.au/ – or you can
connect on social media via their LinkedIn page or by giving them a follow on Facebook.
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